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Cohort: 16 Year 9 Attendees  

Host: Dean Cayley 

Coordinators: Dale Hollis, Bundaberg Cane Growers; Kylie Jackson, Bundaberg Fruit & Vegetable Growers, 

Queensland Agriculture Workforce Network; Bob Hibbard, Bundaberg Christian College 

Presenters: Dean Cayley, Dale Hollis, Alan Dingle Matt Leighton, Tanya Howard, Caitlin Killick  

 

 

The field walk was conducted on a local Bundaberg 3rd generation Cane Farm 

which is also host to crop rotations with Peanuts.  

The morning started with an introduction to the varying roles of Bundaberg 

Cane growers and Bundaberg Fruit & Vegetable Growers to open the concept 

that there is more to working in Agriculture than picking and packing.  

Through the morning the students were shown, three (3) different types of 

irrigation methods to assist with the management and efficiency of crop 

maintenance. Dean (farm host) spoke of flood and low pressure overhead 

irrigation, of water allocations and how farmers now need to manage water 

efficiency, reduce output costs to increase profit margins in crop integrity and 

yields. 

 

 

Questionnaire results 
 

 

 

*Students who have indicated that they have worked in Agriculture previously, noted the following roles as 

their position/s; 

Picking Flowers Shed Worker Picking Lychees Helping on sweet potato farm 
 

 

 

44% 
56% 

Do you have a current 
resume 

Yes No 

33% 

67% 

*Have you worked in 
Agriculture before 

Yes No 



The farm is also boasts technological equipment such as GPS systems in 

tractors to assist with the effective management of crop management and 

maintenance.  One student, after viewing the software commented 'It's 

really quite  impressive'. 

 

Questionnaire results strongly indicated that each student had an overall 

idea of what Agriculture meant to them right now. (Morning session, pre 

field walk intro) 

Results indicate, the majority of answers have been provided as personal opinions of Agriculture and have 

not been particularly guided. Listed are responses recorded ; 

Cattle (industrial) Farmer Crops 

Helping with farm work and the 
animals well being 

Helping with the family  Working with animals and plant 

Working on a farm growing crops
  

Agriculture is the production of 
food 

Agriculture plays a big role in the 
world, especially Australia 

Hard work Hands on work Food Production 

sciences to make crop varities It is a subject at School Farming crops 

Stock Farming It is me trying to learn about what my 
father wanted to do as a job but never 
had a chance 

Hard working people that provide 
food for us 

The wellbeing of the vegetation 
and goods for the town or 
country to provide for the 
people 

 

The Students were also asked to list all the jobs they were aware of that was available in the sugar 

industry. The roles that were listed were quite extensive and expands on general knowledge of the 

industry. 
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Farmers 

peeling 

sifting 

prowling 

sugar family 

Supervisor 

cane hauling 

crew 

Field officer 

Owner 

List all the jobs you are aware of that are available in the sugar 
industry  



          

Students were particularly engaged when a bunch of peanuts were pulled to demonstrate the nitrogen 

elements of the bush and why peanuts specifically were used as a rotational crop to Cane. 

 

Technology again, wasn't far away with Matt Leighton 

demonstrating how a farmer is able to monitor the moisture 

levels in crops to assist with managing water efficiency. 

 

Following the barrage of questions and answers for Dean and the coordinating group, the students were 

returning back to School to follow up with a planned lesson in plant science. 

Students were, as a final task asked to complete a post field walk questionnaire with the following results; 

 

What does Agriculture Mean to you now? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional comments included, 

Job Ideas Commitment, Hard Work, Stress Food Production 
Irrigation Growing crops Finding ways to make efficiency 
Farming Farms and cattle  
 

Hard Working business 

people that 

manufacture food 

A small 

community of 

farms 

Alot more complicated than 

I thought 

That there is alot more 

career opportunities than 

I thought 
Growing crops to boost 

the food production and 

vegetables 



Think about the jobs you listed this morning, are there any new 
ones to add? 

 

 

 

Considering the above results, the field walk was essentially informative and of interest to this cohort. 

While the results proved that students had a general idea of the varying roles in the industry there is a 

notable increase in students now considering a pathway into the Sugar Industry as demonstrated in the 

below comparison charts 

 

 

Responses are collated and presented by Kylie Jackson, Agriculture Workforce Officer for the Queensland Agriculture 

Workforce Network. 

29% 

14% 

57% 

Would you like to gain employment in 
this industry? 

Yes No Maybe 

33% 

67% 

*Have you worked in 
Agriculture before 

Yes No 


